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Deadline For SC Entrants Into
Forum-Sponsored PIOratory
Contest Announced as Mar. 21
The
STUDENT
OBSERVER
VOLUME XIV
Noted Negro Labor Leader
And Speaker To Address
Forum On Labor Problems
With an address by A. Phillips Randolph, President of the Inter-
nationalBrotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, A.F. of L., the Labor
Management Forum is concluding the current quarter's series of
Labor Management discussions. Mr. Randolph, a prominent leader
in national labor circles, wllil speak in room 123 of the Liberal
Arts Building at,8:00 P.M., March 12.
Drama Guild Will
Present'Everyman"
To Various Groups
More than collegiate inter-
est has been predicted for
the Drama Guild's presenta-
tion of "Everyman" which
will take place on March 25,
26, and 27. Tuesday, March
25, will be reserved for the
parishes and various organiza-
tions including St. Vincent De
Paul, The Holy Names Society,
and St. Joseph Guild.
Wednesday's matinee will be
presented to the students of Cath-
olic schools only. One-half of the
ticket have already been sold to
Holy Names and the remainderis
in tentative arrangement. The
evening's presentation will be re-
served solely for Seattle College
students.Those interested areurg-
ed.to obtain the>r tickets early.
FADABA
Two Collegians
AttendingN. W.
College Congress
Two members of the Inter-
national Relations Club of
Seattle College, Patrica Col-
lins and E. Jackson Haasze,
left today to attend the se-
cond Pacific Northwest Col-
lege Congress at Reed Col-
lege, Portland, March 6-7-8.
Haasze was regional vice pres-
ndent of the International Rela-
tions clubs which met last year
ait Marylhurst College, Maryl-
hurst, Oregon. During this con-
ference the I. R. C. endorsed he
college congress.
'Haaze will participate In one
of the round tables on "Interna-
tional Economic and Legal Prob-
lems." At Seattle College he
heads the Pre-Legal Club and is
a sophomore law student.
Miss Collins is a sophomore
English major and leader of the
college Forum Club. At the con-
gress she will participate in a
round table on "Dependent Peo-
ples Under the Untted Nations."
Twelve Washington schools will
be among the thirty-five univer-
sities and colleges from four
Northwestern states, Canada and
Alaska, which will be represented
at the meet.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, recent-
ly named chairman of the section
on human rights and civil liber-
ties of the, United Nations, will
address the final public session.
Talking over plans for the oratorycontest areChris McHugh, Forum
Club president, and Bill Michael. These two will co-chairmen the af-
fair. Miss McHugh is holding the plaque upon which thje name of
the winner will be inscribed.
Amendment To The
Constitution Will
Aid Vet Candidates
Many veterans who have
found it necessary to speed
up their college career due
to wart:me interruptions, will
find that they are ineligible
to run for Student Body pres-
ident this springbecause they
Iwill lack the 120 hours re-
quired by the constitution.
These men, who will be seniors
the following year and graduating
the following spring, should not
be unjustly deprivedof the oppor-
tunity to become Student Body
President because of a war which
they could not help.
To help relieve the unfairness
of this, a petition to amend the
constitution has been signed and
will be votedonnext Friday, Mar.
14. The present clause and the
new clause are as follows:
(Old Constitution)
"A candidate for the presidency
at the time of the regular Spring
elections must be a male student
with 120 college credits at the
commencement of that quarter,
and he shall have the intention of
graduating the following spring.
iHe must have been an active
member of the Association for at
least one full scholastic year pre-
ceding that quarter."
TO BE AMMEJNI>KD TO READ:
"Until the cessation of the G.I.
Bili of Rights ,a candidate for the
presidency at the time of the reg-
ular Spring election must be a
male student 4ho has the' inten-
tion of graduating the following
spring, and who in the opinion of
the Dean of Studies has the schol-
astic ability and grade point to
carry sufficient credit hours per
quarter for graduation at that
time."
N. B.
—
The present phrasing
would be reincorporated into the
constitution upon the discontinu-
ation of the G. I.Bill of Rights.he Forum-sponsored oratorical
tth the Post-Intelligencer have
L Michael and Chris McHugh,
judges and make the selection
according to its own preferred
procedure. Official announcement
of the nameof the student select-
ed must be mailed to the Oratori-
cal Competition Director, Seattle
Post Inttelligencer immediately af-
ter achoice has been made. Dead-
line for receipt of these entries Is
midnight, March 28, 1917.
6. Students entering the com-
peiition must be able and willing
to make the trip to the Pacific
Coast zone finals and the national
finals, with all expenses paid, if
chosen to do so.
7. Each inter-school event will
be held witha i.-huirnuui and im-
partial judges.
8. All regular, full-time high
school and college students are
eligible to participate.
10. Decisions of the judges in
competitions will be final.
9. Winners of grand national
prizes in past Hearst oratorical
competitions,and students related
to any employe of the Hearst
newspapers arenot eligible.
St.Patrick's Day Mixer
ToBePresentedby Junior
Class March17, Begorra!
Traditionally the only social event of the Lenten sea-
son, the "Pixies Party" will be heldMarch 17. Co-chairmen
of the St. Ptarick's mixer are Will Kneiss and Bob Lar-
son, who forecast that it will offer a sumptuous evening
of dancing for all loyal members of the order of Hiber-
nians and their friends.
Archie Kyle and his oifchestra
will provide the music from nine
until midnight in the Eagles Au-
ditorium at Seventh and Union.
Tickets will be sold in the main
hall next week at $.66 each.Those
wishing to attend the mixer are
advised to purchase their tickets
as early as possible, because the
volume of tickets is to be lim-
ited.
The ''Pixies Party" is being
staged by the junior class, pre-
sided overby MikeHoffman. The
theme of the mixer deals with
the mythical Irish pixies and
fairies, and will be the crux of
the entertainmentduring the in-
termission.
The co-chairman announced the
appointment of the committee
chairmen: Katy Morrison, tickets;
Lorraine Brule and Mary Boda-
loto, publicity; Nora Murray, hall
and orchestra. They will be as-
sistedby Becky Roberts,JerriMc-
Kay, Virginia Clark, Jim McKay,
and Laura Ellis.
Fifty per cent of the proceeds
from the dance will be given to
the Gavel Club as a contributlota
toward the sending of four SC
debaters to the National contest
Entries of ten students in tl
contest held in conjunction wi
been received, announced Bill
co-chairmen of the event.
The contest is to take place
March 25 with any full time Seat-
tle College student eligible to en-
ter. A chance to win valuable
prizes will be given to the winner
of this contest who will compete
in state contest March 28.
A trip to Los Angeles willawait
the winner of the state final. All
those who intend to enter the con-
test must do so by Friday, March
21.
Rules of the contest as appear-
ed in the P. I.are:
1. The oration must be original
and be delivered without refer-
ence to notes.
2. Itmust not exceed six min-
utes.
S. The subject is "Patrick Hen-
ry,Patriot and Statesman."
4. Each high school, college or
university planning to participate
must notfiy the OratoricalCom-
petitionDirector, Seattle P.-1., at
the earliest possible date.
5. Each school must conduct an
intramural competition to select
one contestant to represent the
school. It must choose Its own
Fritz Kramer To
Give SC Students
Noon Ski Lectures
Skiing enthusiasts of Se-
attle College now have an
opportunity to learn invalu-
able information about cor-
rect skiing form and the pro-
per care of skis.
Fritz Kramer, a student of Se-
attle College, a former instructor
of the United States Army 10th
Mountain Division and now chief
instructor of the Ken Syverson
ski school at Stevens Pass, lec-
tures on various topics of skiing
every Thursday at 12:00 in room
210. These Matures are being
blended in with regular Chieftain
Ski Team meetings.
■Subjects to be coveredby these
lectures are: care of skis, wax-
ing of skis, precautionary meas-
ures for beginners, equipmentcon-
nected withskiing, how to set up
a downhill slalom, how to time
a race and compile the results,
the procedure of running a race
and the correct form In skiing.
All students interested are in-
vited to attend these lectures and
meetings.
Students Urged
toBack I.K's
Virginia Drive
The Inter-CollegiateKnights are
sponsoring adriveunder the chair-
manship of Tom Tangney, to raise
the necessary funds to send four
Gavel Club representatives to the
National "Forensic Tournament in
Virginia.
The climax of their drive starts
this week with the sale of tickets
for a drawing to be held March
28th. The students of Seattle Col-
lege are earnestly urged by the
committee to back this worthy
cause one hundred percent.
Three beautiful radios are being
offered as prizes to be awarded to
the winners of the drawing. The
first prize is a Packard-Bell radio-
phonograph. Second and third
prizes are Packard-Bell table mo-
del radios. In addition twenty-five
dollars worth of records goes with
the radio-phonograph! These priz-
es are now being dislayed by the
Veterans Club in the main lobby.
Tickets will be on sale until the
final date of the drawing and may
be purchased either In the main
lobby or from members of any of
school clubs and organizatios.
Ticket prices are 50 cents apiece,
or three for one dollar.
A. PHILLIPS RANDOLPH
He will discuss -"Labor Manage-
ment Relations in Modern Indus-
trial Society," and it is expected
that his talk will be very fruitful,
especially along the lines of the
"Open Shop" and the "Closed
Shop" methods. He will also dis-
cuss other aspects of Union-Man-
agement relations.
iHe is an outstanding person-
ality in labor circles hence labor
experts consider the Labor Man-
agement Forum fortunate in hav-
ing him as its guest.
Mr. Randolph is currently mak-
ing his annual tour of the nation
investigating the welfare of his lo-
cals, and their some 20,000 mem-
bers.
Long regarded as one of the Na-
tions outstanding Negro orators,
he promises to be an educational
and pleasant speaker who is well
versed in his subject. But dearer
to his heart than labor relations
is another subject of much greater
import in the world today... ra-
cial discrimination. No subject is
more vital to him than the real-
ization of complete equality be-
tween races. As a leader of colored
people's groups he has perhaps
done more for his race in certain
fields, notably labor, than any
other living Negro.
Typical of the majority ut Ame-
rican 'Labor leaders, Mr.Randolph
is not Communistic, in fact it is
reliably reportedthathis views are
directly opposed to Communist
teachings. He appearsto be aman
capable of the task which is be-
fore him in this period when labor
and capital are reachiig what may
be termed a crisis. He realizes that
labor's salvation isnot in the abol-
ishment of capitalism but rather
in closer cooperation between the
laboring man and the capitalist.
Seattle College indeed welcomes
him as a leader of labor, his race,
and as a speaker of no little
weight.
Mr. Randolph's address is open
to all who wish to attend.
iHe will also address University
of Washington faculty members
on -March 12, as per arrangement
with Mr. Kane of the Labor Di-
vision of the School of Commerce
and Finance, Seattle College, who
is handling Mr.Randolph'sappear-
ances here in Seattle.
George Anderson
Anyone who feels the Drama
Club has gone over its head in
attempting to bring Everyman to
the Seattle College stagehas only
to "kibitz" a rehearsal to be sold
on the play and the ability of
the cast.
Boasting a cast of proven tal-
ent, Everyman stars Don Wood,
probably the outstanding perform-
er in the school, inMie titlerole;
Ken Wood, fresh from "Here's A
Melody, plays a stellar part, and
George Flood, Roger Gill, Joseph
Schneider, Phyllis Young, Pat
Kelly, Sarann Breene, Pat Shock,
and Dolores Grjss are all veter-
ans of past productions at the
College. Margo Horsman, queen
of "Moonlight Sllhoue te," more
than supplies (:he glamour for the
play In the role of Beauty.
This excellent cast is working
hard in concentrated rehearsals
to bring Seattle College a top
notch play well worth seeing. It
will be worth the admission price
to see the elaborate settings and
costumes alone,but it is the mess-
age of the 15th century master-
piece which is Important.
We conclude this ''plug" with
a brief synopsis of the play. God
dispatches Death to call Every-
man to his reckoning. Everyman
has been living after his own lusts
Id
passions, so when he learns
at he is to take the journey
death he beseeches his worldly
ends to accompany him to the
yond. One by one his worldly
goods, fellowship, cousins, kin-
dred, five wits, discretion, strength
andbeauty deserthim rather than
forfeit existence in this life. Ev-
eryman finds that the only one
who will accompany him is his
good deeds. In short, he finds
that "you can't take it with you,"
a lesson to us all.
Marcle Mooney has taken quite
a razzing trying to call roll In the
fl:00 journalism class. She tried
to baffle the class by substituting
Pat Foley one day but poorPatty
was no matteh for 20 masterminds
and left the class red faced and
laughing.
Next day the class was subdued
into shock submission when the
huge figure and snarling face of
Jack Marilley stalked into the
room and a magnificent voice
started to boom out the roll call
in mighty tones.
iie
situation was not too much
Professor Jahn, however, as
Boon regained his composure
meekly tapped Marilley on
shoulder saying, "I've already
n roll."
"Oh!" roared MariUey, so he
marked the absences and disap-
peared with amerry andprolong-
ed burst of Santa Clans laughter.
We wonder what kind Bf men
from Mars are playing for the
Houllgan Intramural basketball
team. Their roster boasts names
ranging from John Jones to Nod
Worb, Dref Rekab,.. and.. Kcaj
Doolf.
Seattle College versus Univer-
sity of Washing on on the spring
baseball scheedule. Rumors are
that the game will be played at
Sick's Stadium. Playing under the
lights shouldprove abigboost to
college baseballin the northwest.
This fellow Doolf is hoping for
a spot on the Chieftain tennis
squad, while Rekab and Worb are
looking forward to baseball this
spring ...Bill Conroy and Paul
Zeck are two outstanding fresh-
mancandidates for the golf team. .. Ray O*Leary again steps up
and takes a managerial bow, for
the cagy leader who led the Sinn
Feins to the Intramural football
championship led the Bells to
within two points o fthe basket-
ball laurels Wednesday . .. Lac
Namxurd is outspoken in his
praise of the ski team and pre-
dicts an undefeated season next
year...Will the Roosevelt Ted-
(Continued on Page 4)
SkiClub Shoulder
PatchSelected
AtLast Meeting
At the last meeting of the Ski
Club the design for the shoulder
patch was chosen. An order for
a limited number was placed and
delivery was promised in about
two weeks. Those who desire to
purchase these patches are ad-
vised to place their orders early.
Payments must be made in ad-
vance to Paul Williams, Walt
Stolle, or Jerry Gray. A drawing
of the patch may be seen on the
main bulletin board.
will be the feature attraction of
*Un meet.
The debate will consist of an
eight minute constructive speech
and a fourminute rebuttalInstead
of the usual ten minute construc-
tive and five minute rebuttal.
Rounding out the debate will be
the thirty-minute round tabledis-
cussion allowing each speaker a
three minute maximum of speak-
ing time.
Don Cox Elected Vice Prexy
Of Gavel Club;Future Debates
Planned At Recent Meeting
Gavel Club members elected Don Cox to fill the va-
cancy of the vice presidency which occurred this quarter
at their bi-weekly meeting last Tuesday evening.
Invitations received to attend
forensic tournaments in Tacoma
and in Montana were discussed.
ApriU 18 and 19 Is the date
set for the Montana meet. Tour-
nament officials have set a two-
taam limit to each participating
Sshool. A new type of debating
The Tacoma meet, sponsoredby
the College of Puget Sound, is
to be held on March 13 and 14.
Due to final quarter tests, the in-
vitation will not be accepted.
Seattle University
IN MEMORIAM
DEEPEST SYMPATHY OF
THE STUDENTS IS
EXTENDED TO
REV. A. B. CORRIGAN
ON THE DEATH OF
HIS MOTHER,
MRS. JOHN CORRIOAN
FADABA
VETERANS
ANY VETERAN WHO
IS NOT REGISTERING
FOR SPRING QUARTER,
OR WHO IS NOT CON-
TINUING HIS EDUCA-
TION UNDER THE G. I.
BILL, PLEASE NOTIFY
V. A.OFFICE, ROOM 7-E
ENGINEERING BLDG.
Following is the schedule
of the final examinations for
the Winter Quarter, 1947:
Tuesday, March 11: Two-hour
class
—
regular hour.
Wednesday, March I)2— Three-
hour class
—
regular hour.
Thursday, March IS: 8 o'clock
five-hour class
—
8:00-10:00.
10:00 o'clock five-hour class
—10:00-12:00.
18:00 o'clock five-hour class—
12:00-2:00.
Friday, March 14: 9:00 o'clock
five-hour class
—
8:00-10:00.
11:00 o'clock five-hour class
10:0(1-^2:00.
1:00 o'clock five-hour class—
12:00-2:00.
2:00 o'clock five-hour class
2:00-4:00.
A. B. Corrigan, S. J.
Dean of Studies
TICKETS NOW ON
SALE FOR
DRAMA GUILD'S
'EVERYMAN'
STUDENT BODY MEETING TODAY AT NOON
TICKETS NOW ON
SALE FOR
DRAMA GUILD'S
'EVERYMAN'
THE SPECTATOR
Study Hall Meditation —- 1946Suds InYour Eye — Roscoe BatchWord to the Innocent
Friday,March 7, 1947
Portland U Sets Example
Action taken by officials of the University of Port-
and last week in regards to turningdown abid to the
Cansas City invitational basketball tournament for
smaller colleges in the United States is to be lauded.
The tournament invitation ifaccepted, woul1have
conflicted withthe dates of the final quarter exams.
In view of this Portland withdrew from the final
game of the Oregon State small college tournament
n favor of studies.
This example of studies first, then the extra-cur-
ricular activities should serve as a reminder to many
so-called sports loving fans at SC that one comes to
school to acquire an education.
Lately we have heard certain students expound
on the theory of "Sports Stardom for the College at
Any Cost." They argue that SC will never become
mown in the field of sports.
They expect this transformation to take place by
next year with their plan in effect. This, however,
s almost an impossible task. It takes time to gain
ecognition and when it does come it rarely happens
withina one-yearspan. Andwithsuch a plan as theirs
he recognition gained would not be worth it.
Their idea for sports recognition does cater to the
ancy of sports minded students. It is their ideas on
low to gain this recognition that are objectionable.
Paying a player to play basketball is a very objec-
ionable phase of this "rise to fame" campaign. Of
ourse they'll argue that this is the only way in which
we'll ever get a team. 'Every school pays their players.'
So what. (This last comment does not exactly
ive up to an editorial comment but it is appropriate.)
We believe that suitable campus jobscan be found for
>asketball players, and for any sport concerned, at an
average salary. This is being done by many schools
hroughout the country.
Objection is raised,however, when his salary is too
ugh. If a student can't play because he isn't receiving
enough money then he shouldn't be allowed to play.
Another point which is thoroughly disgusting is
he idea ofbegging aplayer to play. A little persuasion
maybe but not the "on the knees'' act and "please
play for us, we need you, we can't get along without
you,'' etc., etc.
Third and most objectionable idea is the allowing
of a player to participate in the sport when his grade
point average is below the required level set by the
College.
Permitting a student to play under such conditions
s a severe injustice to each and every student on the
campus.
In summing up this editorial we wish to make it
quite clear that we are in no way referring to any
particular incidents pertaining to the present Athletic
department, but we are referring to several students'
ideas on how the Department should operate.
IElection of student body officers for the 1947-48hool year is fast approaching.Voting at this election is one of the most seriousudent functions. Officers must be elected who are
capable and who have the time to carry out the duties
of their respective offices.
Choose Suitable Candidates
Now is the time for the student body to begin
pondering over the question "who is best fitted for
the job>"
When thinking of the qualifications for these
offices, include these two notes as important require-
ments: has this candidate shown to the student body
that he or she is a capable candidate; and does he or
she have the required time to spend in carrying out the
duties which willbe bestowed upon them if elected?
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Bettianne Foster
Jean Razen's article last
week, satirizinga radioprogram
which I'd rather not mention,
brought tears ofgratitude to my
eyes. However,Miss iR. pointed
out that one could avoid the of-
fevin* by turning the radio off
for half anhour. Such luck can-
not be enjoyed by the people
who are home all day during the
week— for those people must
either toss their wireless sets
out the window or do asIdid
during a recent illness, listen to
soap operas.
There is a definitely unique
quality about radio serials
—
un-
ique, that is. They allhave aBig
Plan
—
the idea Is to drag out
anything that's happening for
five consecutively horrible days.
If "America's Mother of the
Air," i.e., Ma Perkins, is going
out to her back yard to hang
her "Oooooh that Oxydol Spar-
kle" wash it will take her five
days to do it. For three days
Ma stands with her hand on the
door, for the next two daysshe
does something different— puts
her foot on the door,Iguess (I
only listened for three). At any
rate, it takes good oldMa five
days1 to do anything.
In the same vein another lit-
tle saga, cunningly entitled
"Young Wldder Brown" pro-
gresses. Men go for the Wldder
becauseshe's sogood! Naturally
womenhateher. The Widderne-
ver retaliates, she just turns the
other scarred cheek. Now the
Widder has two kidsandabeau.
The beau is actually her fian-
cee but the two kids bring the
saga to a climax bi-monthly by
deciding that Mamma shouldn't
marry him. The utterly fascin-
ating thing about this epic is
that the beau has been tagging
at the Widder's heels for about
ten years. Obviously, they can't
marry because if they didProc-
ter and Gamble would have to
change the title of the program.
Quite a problem.
All of these people are, of
course "just like people we all
know." That's obvious too, there
areso many serialsand so many
characters that someone must
have relatives or friends in
them. In 15 minutes these pro-
grams present at least five
scene changes and of course,10
of the fifteen minutes is joyous-.,
ly used by buoyant announcers,
who speak in turn on all kinds
of s^ap, shortening, liver ail-
ments and prizes.Each program
has at least nine characters in
it and the characters run the
gauntlet
—
the poor-little-rich
girl, the poor girl, the rich girl,
the Polyanna, the young bride,
the mean mother-in-law, the re-
turning veteran (just drifting),
the career woman, the matronly
type
—
an<? then there is Stella
Dallas.
Imay as well tell you thatI
don't understand Stella. Ire-
member herwhenBarbaraStan-
wyck sobbed through her happy
plight on the screen but since
then, something has happened
to our Stel'. She's being spon-
sored by a pill company and
that may have a psychological
effect on her. iSJie is still pro-
tecting her daughter, who is
just too rich to enjoy life from
from everything but well. . .
Stella's cracking up. You may
recall in the book, wherin the
unsuspecting author,OliveHig-
gins Prouty, put Stella in an
awful mess, without money
—
just without. Stella of the book
raises her daughter and the
daughter raises a wealthy fian-
ceeand Stella, with tear-stained
face, watches the wedding
through a pool hall window.
Well, you should SEE Stella
now—lwon't divulge the in-
trigue, but believe me, she has
her troubles.
The intellectual trend has al-
so permeated these dramas
(with a long a). They condense
their appeal to the 'intelligent-
sia" in one character, usually a
kindly old soul who has "lived
and learned."To prove their aes-
thetic quality they follow up
their "Duz does everything"
chatterwith something from the
Rubaiyat or a copyreference to
Freud. Sometimes Aunt Jenny
will subtly intersperse in her
advise to the habitually hyster-
ical heroine something like:
"Wai,Ireckon you have aprob-
lem alrlghty but Iremember
reading in Plato's Five Dia-
logues that .. ." Inspired with
such local wisdom, the heroine
will dash out and conquer her
trouble .You can get somewhat
of the same effect by having a
friend slap you in the face with
a wet fish.
FADABA c
— Agnes McSharry
Emperors; prefectures; bold knights.
So long ago!
Yet centuries have flown
Lightly across the brick and bone
Of fuedal manors and their thanes.
Iwonder if the years will be as kind
To these longcorridors,
The deep-souled chimes,
The hungry minds that search these shelves
For understanding
From the windowIcan see the domes
Of old Saint James; Stately Marine.
Will time pass gently,
Adding seasoned beauty to old walls
Of this, the house of God,
Of this, man's house of healing?
Or must the hopes of this year's youth,
The warriors returned,
Climb the steep untrodden heights
But to be stifled, short of fulfillment?
Will the tomorrow that we paint in glowing hues
Findour memorials to Time
Blown into nothingness
By the dark thoughtlessness of Greed?
For answer, look into the quiet face
Of one too early worry battle-scarred.
Find there what Ihave found:
Ambitions purified by sun and ice and guns,
Together with a new-found will to see them through;
A reborn consciousness of the Omniscient One
That came in some last desolate resort to prayer.
Find there, entrenched in the great silent thoughts
of youth,
The faith to build a world
That will out-live, out-last, out-sing
Emporers and prefectures and knights together.
DROWSY DAN.. " " " "
Dick Shanks
Rinnng! Rinnng! Rinnng! 5:30 A. M. The start of
another day. What a way to be woke up! Poor Dan!
What with alarm clocks hard to get he has to be stuck
with one of the dang things. But Dan is not easily dis-
couraged. Blissfully ignoring the fact that morning has
arrived,he turns onhis side andinamoment is off to the
land of dreams from whence he had just returned.
But Dan's troubles are just beginning! Now a gentle
shaking! A soft word spoken in the ear! No response . .
a harder shake! A more pronounced appeal to the pros-
trate form . . . stillno response . .. "Dannnn!" .. oh
brother,that did it! Like a shot the victim jumps out
frombeneath the downycovers,a-gleam of mingled anger,
hatred,and scorn inhis eye. What a way to start the day.
The army was never like this. At least a guy was awak-
ened once andgot up. But these civilian methods! By the
time a guy's convinced it's time to get up,he's a perfect
"Doctor Miles Nervine" case!
A hot cup of joe. A quick kiss for Mom. And away
to? ? ? Yup . . . dissatisfied Dan is a college student.
Eight o'clock, whatanungodly hour to start the day!
But Econ is an interesting subject, so why compla'n . ..
"and," begins the Prof. Now his eyes are closed. It's
really much easier to listen in such aposition. .a shuffle
of chairs . . . class dismissed? . . . impossible! Why it
couldn't be nine o'clock already! Drowsily Dan rears his
head to the realization that another class is about to
begin, so reluctantly he is off to his nine o'clock h:story.
Now here is a really exhilarating subject. No one
could possibly sleep through such an enchanting revela-
tion of past great feats and deeds of men and nations."
Dan eagerly openshis books. Gazes intently at the Prof.
And class is under way . . . But what is it that seems
to bring that feeling of drooping eyelids over one? Could
itbe the way the instructor toys with his eye glass? Per-
haps! At anyrateDan finds it harder and harder to keep
his attention focused on History. . . And then ithappens. . . . zzzz . . . "Daniel" . . . "Daniel" . . . uh, huh,. . . what, oh yes sir! No,I'm sorry sir,Idon't know the
answer ...Poor Dan— andhe had sucha pleasant future
instore for him! ...At last it's 10:00 o'clock. Boy it's
sure a relief to be out of that dull class! It willbe great
to take in an interestng subject like Comp again.
10:10 and Comp class is called to order. Now here's
a subject a guy can sink his teeth into .. . "Daniel,"
"What is a noun?" . . . There that was easy. Boy, this
is college! Always have an answer for everything.. . .
Gee the sun is bright outside ...oh, humm, sure is
warm in here zzzzzz.
11:00 o'clock, and another day of scholastic endeavor
draws to a close. Oh boy! But it sure was tough today.
Things are really beginning to pile up.
TEN YEARS AGO IN THE SPEC
The Rev. W. J. Fitzgerald,
S. J., provincial of the Oregon
Jesuit province, and former
president of Seattle College,
speaks at an A. S. S. C. meet-
ing. "
"That the keeping of diaries
should be discouraged," is the
burning question tobediscussed
at the next Gavel Club con-
clave. "
A one act comedy, directed
by Jeanne Testu, has in its cast
Margaret Guest, Blanche Mit-
hell Vivian Crenna, Helena
Brand and Genevleve Oster-
man. "
S. C. alumnus, Howard Syl-
vester, has been appointed by
Mayor John K. Dore as City
GeneralChairmanof theawanal
Traffic Safety Week."
The boys' tap dancing class,
directed by Miss HelenPowers,
practices three days a week.
Members are Jack Archibald,
Frank Noone, Eugene Karuca,
Andrew Prouty, Joseph Le-
Grand, Tony Daigle, Robert
O'Gorman, and William Brown.
Incongruous though the idea of businesslike efficiency and stu-
dent affairs might seem, FredHolt is resolved to set up a routine
in the ASSC office. To this end, he buttonholed his Sergeant at
Arms, Tom Tangney, and placed him firmly behind the ASSC
desk at one o'clock. "S(tay till three," he said. "Sure," said Tom.
Holt left and Tangney began to worry about his raffle display
booth. He slipped out for a few minutes to check the progress;
came back; went out to solve a difficulty; came right back; sat
there conscientiously for a while; went out to solve an unfor-
seen difficulty; came back to worry some more. Finally he stood
up, and addressing the room at large, he spoke in a loud clear
voice, "If anybody comes looking for the student body represen-
tative, tell them I'min the front hall, only don't tell Fred Holt;
Ident want him to know that Ihaven't been up here all after-
noon." Turning, he looked into the cold eyes of a gentleman
leaning against the doorjamb. "Oh," Tom reddened, "hullo, Fred."" """"" "
Patiently, eloquently, and Indefatfgably, Father Conway has
drivenhome one message to Seattle College debaters. "Keep your
hands out of your pockets!"Gavel members point, pound the (able,
even write on the blackboard, but they do njdd, under any clr-
oumstanloes pot their hands In their pockets. So what would
FBitfher nave thought had he seen Andre Charvet, competing
against the best In the northwest at Unfield, suddenly plunge
his hands into his trousers pockets and keep them there all the
time he was apaakfltng? Bat, Father, Andre's suspenders had
snapped.
A certain fascination la beginning to surround the rounds of
the roll-call girls. Wte refer you to the Student Observer of this
week. Most of the girls, however, really like their job. Rita Koran
found her attentiongripped by a story, being told in Mr. Crawley's
class. She stood listening as long as seemed justifiable and left
reluctantly. The next time she saw Mr. Crawley, she dashed up
asking eagerly, "Did he murder her?"" """""
Debaters who stopped at the Jesuit novitiafle at Sheridan last
week, brought home some reports about S.C. alumni at Sheri-
dan. Joe Rellly knowsmore aboiftj the current status of many S.C.
romances than peuple on the "outside." Venn Harklns was play-
Ing football In a torrential rain, Sunday. Vern Robinson spent
last week on sink detail.
Introducing... — Mike Schuller
MR. WILLIAM LONE, one
of the instructors on the math-
ematics staff, came to Seattle
College in the fall of 1946 from
New Jersey. He teaches alge-
bra, trigonometry, and calcu-
lus.
Mr. Lone spent his undergra-
duate years at Duke University
in Durham, North Carolina,
wherehe received aBachelor of
Arts degree in mathematics.
While in the army, he did gra-
duate work at Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology (M.1.T.)
in meteorology.
Lone's army career began al-
most Immediately after he left
college. His first assignment
after meteorological training
was with the 24th Weather
Hop - Skip - Jump — Josh O'Shullihan
THE OTHER day coming
home from work at the foun-
dry on the busIsaw a college
student on the corner waiting
for the bus
—
there ain'tno col-
lege men at the foundry so I
sized this here fella close.
He was standing in the snow
reading a book. He woreglasses
and he held a pile of booksun-
der his right arm. The bus stop-
ped but he did not get on right
away, but the bus driver yelled
"aboard" a couple of times and
the student hustled aboard. He
walked in without putting in
a fare, still reading his book
t»id the driver gently yells (like
most drivers do when they are
late on their run) "If ya want
a free ride, Einstein, you bet-
ter prove you're under ten."
The young fellow don'tpay no
attention but puts in his fare
and goes back to the middle of
the bus wherehekeepsonread-
ing. It was warm in the bus
and the snow from his hat
melts. Water starts to drop
from the brim of his hat as he
looks down at his book and the
drops fall down the neck of a
lady sitting down. She looks up
a couple of times and then
scoots over close to the man
next to her. He gives her the
glad eye and she looks like she
is about to start a melee by
mauling the gent.Iwas gittin'
nervous soIwas about to get ■
the student to move because all
the time he was standing there
reading as innocent as a baby,
but before Icould reach out
Squadron whose headquarters
was first, locatedInGreatFalls,
Montana, and later in Seattle.
His du'y as a weather officer
was to interpret and display
weather data for transient pi-
lots in Washington and Oregon.
After leaving the weather de-
partment he was assigned to
the India-China division of the
Air Transport Command. His
duties in the Far East were
varied and numerous.
Just after his discharge from
the army in1946, Mr.Lone took
a course a;ColumbiaUniversity
New York. About this time ha
came into contact with ona of
the members of Seattle Col-
lege's faculty who suggested
that ne come to Seattle College
to t»sach.
Lone is interested in sports
of nil kinds, particularly swim-
ming and basketball. He Is a
mnnl'Cr of the National Mathe-
matics Fraternity, Pi Mv Ep-
silon, which fosters scholarships
hi mathematics. Hehad no con-
tacts with celebritiesin the ar-
my because most of his time
was spent In desolate outposts
to which no one came except
weathermen on orders. How-
ever, he did meet Bob Hope
(far from a lonely outpost) In
Los Angeles.
Mr. Lone is no lcnger Inter-
ested in weather. Although his
past experiencequalifies him in
that field to handle evenSeattle
weather his interests lie entirely
With mathematics at Seattle
College for thepresent.
my hand the crowd getting on
the bus at this busy corner
pushed him down. Phew! What
a relief.
After a while the bus startec
to empty and there were a lo
of empty seats, but the studen
kept on standing and readin
His glasses cloudedup time an
time again and since he hadh
other arm loadedwith books h
calmly,handed the book he wa
reading to a pug who looke
likehe spent a lot of time in th
ring while he wiped the glasse
free of steam. Maybe itwas be
cause the pugneverhad a boo
In his hand before that mad
him look so surprised, with hi
lower lip hanging to his chin
Iain't used to college stu-
dents, down at the foundry
there ain't none and I'm glad.
If we did I'd quit and go where
there ain't none.
So we go on down Fifteent
and the kid reads all the way
Finally hemust want to get of
'cause he stands In the rear ex
it and pulls the buzzer cord
He Is reading as the doo
opens. He gets Interested In
something and stops on th
step. Tne door closes on him
and this timeIcould not help
yell
—
for the driver to stop
And all the time he is stand
Ing there reading as inqocen
as a baby. The bus driveropens
the door again and lets the
kidout.Ireach formyhandker
chief and begin to wipe the
sweat onmy face. >
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INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
ChieftainsLose Final
Game To Central
Washington, 83-47
Although playing their final
Winco league casaba tilt last Fri-
day night, the Chieftains could
salvage little glory from the con-
test as the pennanthungry Ellens-
burg Wildcats exploded to wal-
lop the Chiefs, 83-47.
Coach Leon Nicholson's cagers
simply could not miss the hoop,
as eleven men in all, contributed
to the Ellensburg scoring. Adam-
son and Peterson led the way with
eighteen points apiece.
The Wildcats grabbed the lead
immediately and set a pace that
was impossible for theSeattleCol-
lege boys to match. At halftime
Central Washington had run up
a score of 43-23.
Once again tne stellar perfor-
mance of Ned Mclver stood out as
the only commendable feature on
the Seattle College side of the
ledger. Ned was high point man
for the game, racking up twenty-
one points.
The game closed out Seattle
College's Winco League schedule,
leaving the team with a season's
record of five wins and seven de-
feats, and number four in the
seven team standing.
The individual scoring was:
Seattle College Central Wash.
Willis 5 Adamson 18
Blakley 6 Sliva 5
Spangler 8 Long 6
Mclver 21 Nicholson 4
Lang 4 Peterson 18
Seattle College Subs: McNiel
(2), Harming, Moore (1), Pinyan,
Markey.
Central Subs: Dallman (6),
Stetson (5), Rogers (6), Nygaard
(4), Heritage (7).
College Golf Team,
Winco Go-Champs,
Holding Turnouts
The Seattle College Golf team,
co-champions of theWinco League
last season,are preparing to burn
up the fairways again this year.
The first meeting of the team
was held last week and Norb
Trudeau, team captain, reported
a satisfying turnout. Among
those present were: Bill Conroy,
Sidney Earle, Bob Tucker, Homer
Crollard, Jack Hood, Ray Nissen,
Tom Lyons, James Jaspers, Bill
Luefel, Gene McDonald, Paul
Zech, Norm Reynolds, Dick Weir,
and Jack McAllister.
An elimination tournament will
be held to determine the members
of the varsity team.However, af-
ter the elimination Is completed,
the latter handicap systemwill be
employed. This will give all mem-
bers the opportunity to work
their way up to the varsity aB
their game improves.
Assured of an early season, the
Chieftain Golf team has been
challenged already, by Everett
Junior College. With independent
matches and Winco League play,
the team intends to keep busy.
All interested golfers ane urged
to contact Norb Trudeau
Spec 'A's and Ma
Smith's In Playoff
Game Last Monday
Left in a two way tie for fourth
place at the end of regular intra-
mural play last Friday, the Spec
"A's" and the Ma Smiths played
a play-off game last Monday to
determine who would enter in the
championship play-offs the next
day. The Ma Smiths had a great
dealof troublehitting their shots,
but still gave the Specs a run
for their money. Mid-way in the
third quarter the Specs began to
pull away from the Ma, Smiths,
and picked up 10 points in the
last quarter, to the Smith's five,
to win with a final score of 41-
33. Tillisch led the winners with
11 points.
The Bells and the Checkers
squeezed past the Engineers and
Spec "A's" respectively last Tues-
day. In the opener, the Bells had
the lead for all but the first two
minutes and midway through the
thirdquarter, when the Engineers
led momentarily 19-20, and 21-
20. However, the Engineers never
were far behind. The final score
was 44-41. Mockel of the Dells,
and Gill of the Engineers shared
(Continued onpage 4)
Chieftain Ski Club Trip to
Steven's Pass
Sunday,March 23rd
Leave College: 7:45 A.M.
Meeting: Friday,March 21
Fee: $1.75 per person. No money
accepted after Friday, the 21st.
THE SPECTATORFriday,March 7, 1947
CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM...by Tom Tangney
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Left to sight, top row: Rhoady Lee, Jack Tangney, Dick Kavet,
Mcl Nelson, Lee Crabtree, Scott Smith, andLauren Barren. Left to
right, bottom row: Al Benedict, Bob Dietzen, Don Barovio, and
Capt. ack Koonlg.
These are the men that make up the ChieftainSki Team. Nine
of them represented the school in the P.N.S.A. Class <B* downhill
and slalom championship meet last Saturday and Sunday at Stevens
Pass, Barovic is out for thp rest of the season with a weak ankle,
while Benedict will be back on the boards shortly after curing an
infection in his leg that ho received white skiing.
Beasley Says
Sarazin-Bordeaux Sponsored
All-Star Basketball Game
Tonight at O'Dea Gym, 7:30
The time is 7:30 and the place is ODea gym as the bas-
ketball season closes on the 1946-47 season. The piece de
resistance is a very attractive one. The Two Halls on the
Hill are again sponsoring two teams to represent them. If
the games of past seasons are any
indication, there should be plenty
of excitement when the whistle
sends the boys off on their quest
for victory for the sake of their
fair ladies. Each girl becomes a
self-appointed cheer leader and ev-
erybody has a good time but the
unfortunate referee.
The players for both teams are
outstandingmen of the Intramural
League. Representing the Bor-
deauxBelles will be O'Brien, Ryan,
Fenton, Mike McEvoy, TUlisch,
Kane,J. Andersen,Mockel,Farrell
and Healy. Taking the floor for the
Sarazin Sweethearts are such stars
as Joey Dahlem, Joyce, Holland,
Short, Baker, Crollard, Riley,
Webster and Codd. Aided by such
inspiration the boys of both squads
will be out to ring up a victory.
It's the last of basketball and
they are ready td give their all.
Second gameof thedouble head-
er will see the top team of the
Intramural League, the Checkers,
pitted against the Junior Varsity
squad. The Checkers have an ex-
perienced squad which would like
nothing better than to dump the
J. V. boys. The starting lineup
for the Checkers will be Shay,
Wood, Corbett, Vena, and Casal.
The Junior Varsity will start Mc-
Neil, Flynn, Markey, Boyd and
Galbratth.
INTRAMURAL
FINALS
ily by the individual players
at Broadway playfield. Winco
Leagueplay begins earlynext
month, with the schedule to
be made up March 14. It has
been decided that all league
play will consist of double-
headers, playing a home and
home series of four games
with each team. Thisdouble-
hfader scheduling should tax
the pitching staff of most
teams and the team with the
greatest amount of good hill
talent should fare alright.* " "
Word comes from Franklin
High school that highscoring
casaba man Gene Casal in-
tends to join his brother,
Hank,at Seattle College next
year. Gene is recognized as
one of the top forwards in
thecity andis themainstay of
the Quaker attack. Hank, on
the other hand, prefers the
baseball diamond andis turn-
ing out for second base on
the Chieftain nine.
Another prep star who has
a brother attending Seattle
College is the Garfield ace,
Jack Young. One of the best
players ever produced by the
city prep leage, Jack has led
the scoring for two years,
this year with 184 points.H:s
brother Don, while at Seattle
College,played with theChief
varsity squad. His family
obligations,however,prevent-
ed him from continuing his
etudes immediately. Hemay
be back next fall and with
him he may bring brother
Jack.
As was generally expected,
the Winco League wound up
last week in a deadlock for
first place. Both Central and
Eastern Washington added
two victories to their stand-
ings to make them read, 11
winsagainst one defeat. Play-
offs to determine the final
champions for this season are
to be held either in Wenat-
chee or Walla Walla, thus giv-
ing neither team the advan-
tage of a home court.
Pacific Lutheran outscored
Writworth College to uphold
a 50-precent averageand win
the third position in the final
Winco standings. The Seattle
College Chieftai. slost toCen-
tral Washington but held
tight to their fourth spot po-
sition,with Whitworth,West-
ern Washington andSt.Mar-
tins following in that order."* * *
It should be noted that
three of the Seattle College
basketball squad were named
on the ten-man all-opponent
team of the Western Wash-
ington Vikings. Forward
Dave Blakley, center Earl
Spangler, and guardNedMc-
lver were listed. Although all
three were on the second
team, Seattle College was the
only school from wh'ch three
representatives were chosei*." » *
With half a hundred ball-
players waiting patiently for
a break in the weather,base-
ball interest at the College
rides high. Conditioning turn-
outs are being held voluntar-
Baseball Turnout
Reveals Powerful
Talent For Chieftains
Baseball got off to a fast start
at Seattle College this week, as
over fifty diamondaspirants turn-
ed out at Broadway Field under
the direction of acting baseball
coach, Father Francis Logan, S.J.
Ex-Seattle High School talent
dominated the turnout, with Se-
attle Prep and Franklin high
schools contributing the majority
of aspirants. However, there was
a strong turnout of players from
other localities, as well as other
high schools In the city.
The first week of turnouts will
consist of loosening up exercises,
and conditioning for the pitch-
ers. As soon as the weather
breaks, the turnouts will take on
a more ambitious trend.
The Chieftain nine has a very
strong schedule ahead of them
this spring. Beside their Winco
League games, which include
home and home double-headers
with Pacific Lutheran, St. Mar-
tins, and Western Washington,
westerndivision conference mem-
bers, the Chiefs will tangle with
the University of Washington,
College of Puget Sound and Seat-
tle Pacific College.
A few of the outstanding can-
didates at the initial turnout in-
cluded:Charles Malcomson.catch-
er from Garfield, Rudy Hentz,
Frank Vena, and Al Ivanich,
pitchers from Franklinand Cleve-
land respectively, Bud Emerson,
first base from Lincoln, Hank
Casal, second base from Frank-
lin, Eddie Wellens, shortstop from
ODea, and HowieLang and Dave
Blakley, outfielders from Seattle
Prep and West Seattle, respec-
tively.
The rest of the candidates in-
cluded:
EarlBeezer, Dick Parchem, VI.
to-Chiechi,catchers; Bob Browne,
Gene Recchia, Jim Shasky, Joe
Faccone, Harry Himmelman, Bob
Kirch, pitchers; Sid Fish, Roger
Gill,Len Speyer, John Ursino, Al
Grunke, Bill Nunn, Joe Ward,
Jim Murphy, Don Dupley, Bob
Crowley, Fred Baker, Jerry Cur-
rid, and Rudy Mockel, inflelders;
John McGrath, Jack Anderson,
Earl Dennis, Dorm Charnley,John
Treglown, Jim Larevere, Tom
Tague, Ralph Conner, Don Goe-
bel, Joe Dahlem, Bob Ratcliffe,
Franßr Tyllia, John Duffy, EM
Cullinane, Bob Gilmore, and Ed
Billudue in the outfield.
I -ByEdBeaeley 1
The SC Chieftains bowed out of the basketball pic-
ture last Tuesday night with a win over Seattle Pacific.
The boys from across town began the game by potting
every shot but happily they cooled off as the game pro-
gressed. A defeat bySeattle Pacific would indeed have been
a sour ending for the season. As it was ,theChieftains did
very well by themselves and their school. Offhand,Ican
recall but very few defeats at horne
—
to Santa Clara, East-
ern andCentral.The former five has turned inan outstand-
ing record on the Coast while the two latter teams lost
but one conference game this year. All other Winco League
teams were polished off nicely on the home floor, as were
Gonzaga and Portland. Our fourth place in the final stand-
ing of the League is respectable. Compared to our record
against these same teams inpast years the showing of the
team was excellent.
Next year? We hope to keep moving right along in a
basketball way. Attractive games with college teams will
be lined up for those week-ends especially when the Husk-
ies are on the road. There wilil undoubtedlybe an increase
in student interest. In that regard, any change will be for
the better. The alumni have begun to take a real interest
in our athletic' program. Our conveniently located gym
should lure a goodly number of the basketball fans of the
city. Seattleites wall always turn out to see a good team
play. With our lettermen to serve as a nucleus we will field
amuch stronger teamnext season. Thepicture looks bright.
Perhaps the hardest worker of the Chieftains during a
game is coach Tommy Ryan. He really wears, himself out
on the bench. S. C. will not soon forget the excellent job
Tommy did with the Chieftains and that under circum-
stances which were very discouraging. The fine work of
the Chieftains under Ryan is a tribute not only to his
basketball ability but also to his personality.
The skiers continue to have their quota of cripples.. The
latest to sport a plaster cast is petite Joan Wilwerding.
When a turned ankle proved to be a more serious affair
Joan was sent to Providence to have her broken ankle
set in a cast. It was an undoubted tribute to her youth-
fulness that she was sent to the children's ward.
Ithas been many, many years since a S.C.baseball squad
has taken the field. Two visits to Broadway playfield has
convinced me that we have a pretty fair nine in the mak-
ing. As far asIcan ascertain, the last team to represent
SC toook the- field about 1917 and was a combination of
both college and high school students with the latter in
the majority. Very few colleges can cla:m they have not
lost a game for thirty years. Our Chieftains will have to
keep that record unsullied!
Let's Schuss It!—
CalDruxman
SKI CLUB EMBLEMS
Orders for emblems for the
Chieftain Ski Club are now being
taken by Paul Williams, Walt
Stolle, and Jerry Gray. These em-
blems are being sold for $1.00
each and will be ready for dell-
very In two or three weeks. Any
skier in SeattleCollege is eligible
to purchase one of these emblems.
CLASS "B" RESULTS
Dick Kavet led the.Chiefs last
Saturday at Stevens, Pass when
he placed twentieth in the P.N.
S.A. Class "B" championship
downhill race. Scott Smith came
in 26, Jack Tangney 29, Lee
Crabtree 31, Jack Koenig 35, Mcl
Nelson 55, Lauren Barron 59, and
Bob Dietzen, 60. Rhoady Lee was
disqualified after dropping one of
his ski poles and finishing the
race holding the remaining pole
with both hands.
The final times of the slalom
race on Sunday are not compiled
as we go to press, but they will
be posted as soon as they come
in.Iwould like to say that this
was the third time the Chieftains
have entered competition, and the
small inexperienced team is get-
ting much better with every new
contest.
S.C. SKIERS INTHE NEWS
The ski club is now In the pro-
cess of planning an overnlte hike
either the first or second week
in April. The location
—
Idon't
know, ask Joe
—
O'Brien, that Is.
If they waitmuch longer for this
trip there won't be any snow left.
Watching the races at Stevens
Pass last weekend were: Jean
Roberts, Ed Lafave, Pat Brown-
ly,Ken Arthur, Bob Helmgartner,
Mike Allen, and many others too
(Continued on page 4)
Chieftains Close
Season With63-50 Win
OverSeattlePacific
The Seattle College Chieftains
hung up their 1947 basketball
togs Tuesday night, with an easy,
though slightly ragged, win over
their Inter-city rivals, the Seattle
Pacific Falcons, 63-50.
The game hardly had the aspect
of a season finale, as both teams
showed a loose checking and poor
passing game. Seattle College
took the lead immediately and
after a few exchanges of baskets,
the Chieftains moved away from
the Falcons, and they never ser-
iously challenged the Chiefs
again. The halftime score was
33-24.
Guard Price kept the Falcons
in the game with his uncanny
one-handed push-shots, as he led
the evening's scoring with 17
points.
For the Chieftains, Ned Mclver
continued his outstanding play-
ing, by chalking up 16 points, to
lead his mates in scoring. Bill
McNeil lookedgood as he dropped
in several quick tip ins and
showed a good ability to clear
the backboard.
The victory was the second of
the year over Seattle Pacific and
the 18th win of the season, as
against twelve losses.
Last night's individual scoring:
S. G (63) S. Pacific (50)
Willis ;13 Cockrne 0
Blakely 6 Howell 15
Spangler 14 Wright 1
Mclver 16 Price 17
Lang 3 Burdick 17
Seattle College subs: McNeil 8,
Harming 2, Pinyan 1, Moore. Se-
attle Pacific subs: Koller 3,
Dohner 2, Root, Parker.
The final three days of regular
IntramuralPlay provided some of
the best games of the season:
Wednesday, February 25: The
Irish gave the Faculty a bad time
for a while but Bill Fenton, who
hit the hoop for 22 points, got
hot in the last half to put the
Faculty in front, and win 55-48.
The Ma Smith's rolled over the
valiant Vets 68-30, while the En-
gineers squelshed the Mountain-
eers 51-25, to finish the day's
play.
Thursday, February 27: The
Irish put on a last half splurge
to win over the Rangers 34-30,
in the opener. The Checkers con-
tinued on their merry way at
the expense of the Spec "Bs" 45-
24, and the Mountaineers finished
their schedule in grand style as
they eliminated the Faculty from
the play-offs to the tune of 43-34.
Friday, February 28: The Bells
built up an early ten point lead,
kept it to win over the Houligans
53-42. The Checkers took oversole
possession of the second place
from the Engineers 53-36. In the
last game of the regular schedule
the Vets tried hard to break into
the win column, but the Irish had
other ideas, and finally won44-30.
Faculty 55 Irish 48
Coe 0 Zamberlin 7
Prenovost 9 Riley 10
Fenton 22 O'Brien 11
McTaggert 2 Tooley 12
Ryan 8 Donohue 0
Subs: Faculty: Donaghy 8; Irish:
Speyer 2.
MaSmith's 68 Vets SO
Dunning 14 Small 9
Webster 17 Carey 6
Baker 10 Worb 13
Crollard 4 Corrigan 2
Dupley 7 Gofery 0
Subs
—
Smith's: Fleming 10.
Engineers 51 Mountaineers 25
Dahlem 16 Fillion 8
Carey 4 Funk 2
GUI 8 Holland 10
Goebel 8 Walsh 4
Joyce 9 Sullivan 0
Subs
—
Engineers: Srofe 5, Recchi,
Read, Laßivierre.
Irish 34 Rangers 30
Zamberlin 2 Baker P. 6
Riley 8 Kane 6
O'Brien 6 Kaufer 0
Tooley 10 McLavey 9
Donohue 1 Blaschka 9
Subs
—
Irish: Spreyer, MacDo-
nald 9; Rangers: Flood, G.
Checkers 45 Spec "B" 24
Shay Brown 4
Corbett Romano 8
Vina Baker 9
Wood Anderson 2
Casal Flood 1
Subs
—
Ahnstrom 6.
Mountaineers 43 Faculty 34
Funk 6 Coc o
(Continued on page 4)
WINOO LEAGUE STANDINGS
CHIEFTAIN SKI TEAM
Final Standings
W IPet PF PA
Bells 11 1 .917 654 419
Checkers 10 2 .833 705 415
Engineers 9 3 .750 557 415
Spec '"A" 8 4 .667 498 487
Ma Smith's 8 4 .667 460 368
M'Hugh Hall7 5 .583 491 505
Faculty 7 5 .583 506 550
M'nt'neers 6 6 .500 435 393
Spec "B" 4 8 .333 443 485
Rangers 4 8 .333 379 429
Irish 3 9 .250 392 476
Houligans 2 10 .167 288 423
Vets 0 12 .000 245 636
Name Team Ot% ft pf tp
Wood Checkers 12 80 16 28 176
Holland Mntnrs 12 73 13 24 159
Fenton Fac 12 65 20 20 150
Vina Chkrs 10 69 10 12 148
Webster Smith's 12 6112 10 184
Dahlam Engrs 12 56 19 22 131
Kirkman M'Hugh 12 54 21 12 129
Andersen Spec B 8 54 23 17 131
Kane Rangers 11 57 816 122
Healy Bells 11 54 14 9 122
Corbett Checkers 10 5111 14 119-
Tooley Irish 11 60 11 20 111
McLeavy Rngrs 12 50 9 11 109
Riley Houligan 12 49 10 20 108
Baker Smith's 12 47 613 100
Shay Chkrs 12 47 515 99
McEvoy Spec A 94312 16 99
Tillisch Spec A 12 43 12 36 98
Dunning Smith's 12 46 6 12 98
Mockel Bells 9 42 14 3 98
Blaschka Rngrs 11 44 715 95
Fillion Mntnrs 11 43 915 95
Farrell Bells 12 41 10 10 92
O'Brien Irish 10 41 8 31 80
Murphy Spec A 942 5 2 89
Gill Engrs 12 41 712 89
Joyce Engeers 10 39 10 15 80
Romano Spec B 12 40 5 12 85
Ahnstrom Check. 12 37 7 9 81
Miller Spec A 1133 14 13 80
Sherman McH 12 36 8 13 80
Short McH ,12 3114 20 76
Recchia McH 12 32 10 13 74
Anderson Spec B 12 31 7 18 69
Stumph Bells 12 30 712 67
Malc'ms'n Hou. 6 30 5 7 65
Reed Bells 10 29 7 8 65
Prenovost Fac 10 25 12 15 62
Conroy Spec B 10 29 3 5 61
Goebel Engrs 12 36 817 60
Ryan Faculty 524 11 3 59
O'Brien Houl. 824 4 16 54
Holland Spec A 10 23 8 14 54
McWeeny Chkrs 5 24 3 3 51
Zamberlin Irish 10 23 13 61
Flood J. Spec B 12 24 3 11 51
Frodel McHugh 920 10 20 50
Cary Engrs 12 22 518 49
Funk Mtneers 823 1 5 47
FloodG.Rangers 1122 3 16 47
Monroe MoH 12 21 4 8 46
'Harland Faculty 519 7 6 45
Crollard Smith's 11 19 7 9 45
Oupley Smith's 12 20 4K2 44
Corrigan Vets 718 5 8 41
Coe Faculty 12 18 4 6 40
Burke Vets 9 18 3 12 39
Sullivan Mtnrs 10 18 314 39
Jones Houligans 4 17 4 8 38
Recchi Engrs 1115 8 6 38
Walsh Mtneers 12 16 618 38
Doolf Houligans 317 310 37
Rekab Moligans 3 17 2 2 36
O'Leary Bells 12 14 813 36
Casal Checkers 71111 6 33
M'Donald EIrish 10 12 9 4 33
Beasley Faculty 3 13 6 7 32
Cordova Spec A 7 13 612 32
Charvet Vets 815 2 6 32
McTaggart Fac 614 210 30
McKenna Houli. 712 514 29
Burke Checkers 313 2 1 28
Carey Vets 5 11 5 9 27-
Olmer Faculty 413 0 2 26
McMichael Engrs 6 12 2 7 26
Jasperse Vets 3 9410 22
Lorenz Mtners 6 8 6 6 22
Pohlman McHugh 11 9 4 5 22
Henders'n Spec AlO 9 3 18 21
Larson Houligans 3 9 2 6 20
Donaghy Faculty 4 8 1 5 17
Budnick Faculty 18 0
Golden Houligans 3 6 4
Kaufer Rangers 11 7 2 2 16
Worb Houligans 2 7 1 4 15
Fung Rangers 3 5 4 2 14
Dibb T. Mtneers 4 7 0 3 14
Clement Vets 7 6 2 5 14
Small Vets 4 5 3 3 13
Donahue Irish 11 5 312 13
Manley Bells 5 5 2 1 12
Brown Smiths 7 6 0 2 12
Jarmuth Bella 5 3 5 1 11
Brenner Smith's 5 4 3 15 11
Duffy McHugh 6 5 1 8 11
Byrne Engineers 4 5 6 11.
Uno MciHugh 3 4 3 1 11
Berhard Spec B 3 3 4 3 10
Codd Vets 2 4 2 0 10
Chin Rangers 3 3 3 2 »
Sexton Houligans 2 4 16 »
Schuler Vets 4 4 12 9
Speyer Irish 9 4 119
Pepper Faculty 3 4 0 8 8
McDonald R Irish 2 4 0 18
Sroufe Engineers 5 4 0 2 8
Hall Spec A 7 3 117
Kelly McHugh 4 3 13 7
Laßiviere Engrs 10 3 1 3 t
McClean Irish 13 11 7
Gaffney Vets 2 3 .0 2 6
Read Spec B 13 0 16
Graisy Bells 3 3 0 16
Powers Bells 3 3 0 16
Devine Bells 7 2 12 6
HendersonFaculty10 3 4
Tyllia Smith's 12 0 2 4
McKenna Spec B 1 2 0 2 4
Sheehan Spec B 2 1 2 0 4
Payne Spec B 5 1 2 3
Bitson Vets 2 2 0 5 4
Small A. Mtneers 12 0 4
Small J. Mtneers 2 2 0 2 4
Beaudet Checkers 12 0 3 4
Schuberg Vets 110 1 2
Wales Smith's 2 10 12
Zamberlin Spect A 3 1 0 1 2
Charnley Spec B 2 1 0 1 2
CurridHouligans 2 0 0 0 0
Hanley Mtneers 2 0 0 1 0
Dibb B Mtneers 10 0 1 0
Read Engineers 10 0 0 0
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ANSWER-PEG
—
Listen, 2800
students roam through the build-
ings of Seattle College. We ask
(during the year) approximately
one-sixthof this number. Someone
is bound to slip by once in a
while.
ANSWER-JIM
—
This is a good
question and deserves a better
answer thanIcan give you. About
the only answer Ican 'give is.
problems arise each day around
here and someone manages to
tell us about them. If anyone has
a good question we are always
glad to run it.
QUESTION
—
Why don't you
discontinue this column?
ANSWER-PEG & JIM
—
We
Hiyu Coolees Locate
Lake Ollalie First
Time in Three Years
QUESTION
— Do you reject
many opinions?
ANSWER-PEG
—
Apologies are
made here to people we ask and
then their answers do not get
printed. Lots of times the best
answers are left out, but not pur-
posely. Advertising cuts into the
4th page at the last minute. So
of course something must be cut.
And we can't understand why its
always this column, huh, Flood?
QUESTION- Is the Editorhard
to work for?
ANSWER-JlM— This can only
be answered in private conversa-
Ttion due to rules of the Guild.
QUESTION
—
Do you get tired
of asking questions?
AJNSWER-PEG —To girls
QUESTION
—
Why don't you
think up a new name for the
column?
ANSWER-JIM—No ingenuity,
Iguess!!
QUESTION- Don't youfell silly
asking questions of total strang-
ANSWER-PEG
—
Meeting
strangers is part of our job, but
some peopledo make It difficult.
QUESTION
—
What do you get
out of doing it?
ANSWER-JIM
—
Friendly ac-
quaintanceship!!
QUESTION
—
Why don't you
ask the more explosive type of
question, i.e. Do girls like boys
that drink?
ANSWER-PEG - Even the
"Spec" has censorship rules.
QUESTION
—
Is it hard tb get
people's opinions and answers?
ANSWER-JIM- Yes, Ihad to
quit asking the women because
they didn't believe me when I
asked for their phonenumber and
address. This was silly of them
because sometimesIlose the an-
swers and Ihave to call the per-
son on the phone.
Gaveleers Return
From Tournament
With High Honors
Fifteen Gavel Club members
and representtaivesof SeattleCol-
lege at the recent Pacific Coast
Forensic Tournament returned to
Seattle this weekend with two
second place and one third place
awards.
Outstanding speakers from the
College were Mary Ellen Moore,
erly McLucas to gain a second
Balch. Miss Moore placed second
in junior women'sextemporaneous
speaking and teamedup withBev-
erly McLucas to ga nia second
place tie with Washington State
College in senior women's debate.
Roscoe Balch captured third place
in senior men's division.
Thirty schools were represented
at the meeting, totaling 350 par-
ticipants. Debatequestion was the
national collegiate question: Re-
solved "That labor should be giv-
en a direct share In the manage-
ment of industry."
Marjorie Carlisle
Winner inRecent
Irish Music Night
Marjorie Carlisle, freshman
pre-major, was acclaimed winner
of the Mv Sigma award by a
record breaking attendanceat Mu-
sic Night last Monday evening.
Carrying out the Hibernian theme,
the majority of the selections of-
fered followed the Irish motif.
The winning vocllist presented
"Smilin' Through" and "Yours Is
My Heart Alone."
Ranking close for second place
were pianist Mary Rose Stuckey,
who played two of Gershwin'sPre-
ludes, and a vocalist Bob Wana-
sek, who sang "A Little Bit Of
Heaven" and "One Night Of
Love."
Others participating in the pro-
gram wereRitaHoran andGennie
Webber, vocalists; and Joe Cham-
berlainand PatBrownlee, pianists.
Adrian Healy and Ellen McDevitt
performed the Irish Jig complete
with Irieh costumes. The Seattle
College " Women's quartet pre-
sented several intermission num.
bers.
Fenton Announces.
CompletionOf New
Gym InSeventyDays
The new Seattle College gym-
nasium will be finished within
seventy days announced Bill Fen-
ton, Assistant Athletic Director,
this week.
Foundations.,are already being
laid and will be ready upon arrival
of the unassembled gym. A
stucco coating or something sim-
ilar will be put on the sides of
the gym. The entrance will be on
11th avenue facing the school.
Glass back-boards are to be in.
stalled for the spectator's advan-
tage. The gym is the maximum
college size running 90' by 50' in
length and width respectively.
The new gym will seat 600 on
each side with 400 on one end and
200,. on the other. The end with
200 has a balcony with separate
showers underneath for both
teams.
The gym will be also used for
other events such as student body
meetings, mixer-dances, pep ral-
lies, and any other important all
school function.
NEWS FROM
SARAZIN HALL— Lillian Kopp
What goes on in a girl's hall af-
ter midnight? Peaceful and quiet
you say with every girl tucked
safely in bed. Oh!...but you're
wrong at least in regard to this
particular night in question. The
hour indicates that the new day
is well advanced, however, the
inhabitants of room 2, namely,
BERTHA NEUFELD, JO RICH-
ARDS, & PAT WALL and those
irreplaceable twins, DAINT &
HONEY from the garret... 3rd
E, are having a late snacksting of sardines, ritz crack-and limburger cheese. To-
ow after dutifully returning
the cook's silverare & airing their
room these same five maybe seen
running down to BARNEY'S
BAKERY, a penny clutched in
their hands. The reason is not
more "goodies," no, on the con-
trary it is to find out the grim
results of last night's feasting.
tsee it is in BARNEY'S thatscale Is located.
I wonder why BETTY
BERGH'S only interest in the P.I.
seems to be the daily perusal of
the L. A. weather forecast?
CLARE MOSHOFSKY must have
lost something vitally important,
judging from the way she combed
the house for three days in search
for empty cottage cheese cartons.
Highlight of the last few days
has been the house pins which
were presented by Mrs. Leonard.
The pins are in the shape of a
shield with an English "S" for
Sarazin engraved on an onyx
background.
like to see a job through!!
QUESTION— Why not let the
students really speak instead of
asking them questions?
ANSWER-JIM
- W:e nave a
column called ''Letters to the
Editor" for this.
QUESTION
—
Do you ask only
your friends?
ANSWER -PEG
—
Naturally,-
why should total strangers get
inLo the act?
QUESTION
—
Are you going to
take this column next year?
ANSWER-JIM
—
The public
can't take it for just one year.
How canItake it for two?
For the first time in threeyears
and four wintertimeattempts, the
Hiyu Coolees last Sunday reached
Lake OUalie,high in the Cascades.
Aided by unusually good weather,
bare trail in the foothills, and
crusted snow further up, the hik-
ers had easier going than in pre-
vious years. Vie McKay, true to
family tradition, led the pack
besting Ed LaFortuneby a length
with Tom Tangney nosing out
Bill Vague for show money.
Hike highlights:
—
Dead rabbit's
head hexes ascending hikers on
lake trail.
—
Old time hiker,
(Carria's name deleted
for sentimental reasons), attempts
to lead reluctant Coolees to Lake
Talapus instead of Lake Ollalie.
Miscreant hustled, complaining
bitterly, up Ollalie trail.— Loung-
ing in the snow at ice-covered
lake's shore, Hlyus enjoy snack
(cold).
—
InNorth Bend, Coolies
derisively eye rained-out skiers
mooning around the town.
—
Lux-
ury Liner flits about North Bend
as dripping hikers, marooned at
Thompson's, consider violence.
To borrow some phrases:
—
Rita
Hora.n: (tunefully) "I'm a beau-
tiful doll> George Krsak: (also
tunefully) "A.great big beautiful
doll."
—
Florence Cannichael: "I
was just wringing my hands, and
one of them got mangled."
— Pen-
ny Gibbons: "No, I'm not one of
those Gibbonses!"
—
Nornia Tad-
lock: "Where do you catch the
lift?"— W, J. Sterling: "Just W.J.,
that's all, just W. J. My mother
calls me W."
—
Don Bylngton (new
Coolee chief): "So far, so good."
The ardent bridge player
made a death-bed request that
he beburied withsimplehonors.* " "
"I suppose you think I'm a
perfect idiot?"
"Oh, none of us is perfect."* " "
Two politicians chatting:
"What do you consider the ob-
ject of legislation?"
"The greatest good to the
greatestnumber."
'What do you consider the
greatest r.umber?"
"Number one."
(Continued from page 3)
Intramaural Finals
Filion 7 Beasley 11
Holland 24 Fenton 12
Walsh 1 McTaggert 0
Lorenz 3 Prenovost 9
Subs
—
Mountaineers: Sullivan 6,
Gleason; Faculty: Donaghy 2,
Pepper.
Bells 53 Houligans 42
Mockel 12 O'Brien 0
Reed 14 Zamberlin
O'Leary 0 Burke 12
Farrell 12 Riley 15
Stumph 12 Jones ■ 9
Subs
—
Bells Devine, Jahmuth 3;
Houligans: McKenna 9.
Checkers 53 Engineers 36
Shay 9 Dahlem 2
Corbett 16 Carey 2
Vena 12 Gill 5
Wood 8 Goebel 11
Casal 7 Joyce 11
Subs
—
Engineers: McMichael 3,
Sroufe, Laßivierre, Recchi 2.
Irish 44 Vets30
Zamberlin 10 Small A. 3
Riley 13 Carey 4
Tooley 16 Burke 4
Donohue 2 Codd 2
McDonald 0 Corrigan 7
Subs: O'Brien 1, Speyer 2;
(Continued from page 1)
Student Observer
tfrom Cowen Park success-defend their state high1 basketball championship
this year? ... Jack Young, most
versatile athlete in the Seattle
high school system, may have his
eye on Seattle College.Itwouldn't
hurt the Chieftain chances in any
sport to have a player of his cal-
iber on the team . .. Lincoln
should win the prep crown next
year as they copped honors with
their second and third teams this
year... There will be a gratify-
ing announcement with the begin-
ning of spring quarter... Don't
forget to buy a chance on the
"Virginia or Bust" drawing.
LINES ON....
—by Joan O'Neill
From Eleanor McCarthy in
Tokyo, where she is in govern-
ment service comes word that she
is attending school. Eleanor is
.studying French, Japanese, and
Metaphysics. Miss McCarthy was
a student here from 1944 to 1946.
ENGAGEMENTS
Miss Jeanne Porteuus announc-
ed her engagement to Mr. Wil-
liam L.Hoelscher recently. Jeanne
Is a Freshman Music Major, and
her fiance is a senior at the Uni-
versity of Washington.
The wedding date for Thomas
C. O'Brien and Corrine Ann
Young has been set for Saturday,
July 12 at Assumption Parish.
Corrine attended Seattle College
from 1944 to 1946 and is a past
president of the Mv Sigma. Tom
is a business major at the Col-
lege.
At a recent Inter-Collegiate
Knight's dance, Sheila Gardon and
Lawrence (Bud) McMullen an-
nounced their engagement. Sheila
is a nursing student and Bud is
a business major.
Miss Beth Ann Browning re-
cently announced her engagement
to Ray H. Kerns. Ray is a bus-
iness major at the College.
MARRIAGES
At Holy Rosary Church in Ta-
coma, Miss Eileen Flieschmann,
and Robert Hines were united in
marriage in the Holy Sacrament
of Matrimony onFeb. 15. They are
both former Seattle College stu-
dents. Mr. and Mrs. Hines are
now living in Tacoma.
ADVISORY BOARD
Memberspresent:Roscoe Balch,
Mary Stevenson, Virginia Clark,
Jim McKay, Louie Duvall, Mike
Hoffman, Gene Brown, Colleen
Floyd, John Moran, Pat Collins,
Jack Flood, John Spellman, Bill
Moeller, and Gerry C. Ahnstr'om.
Members absent: Blackie Thom-
as, excused; 3 student nurses, not
excused.
Meeting of the advisory board
was called toorder March 5,1947,
at 12:15 p. m. by chairman Bill
Moeller.
The minutes of the last meet-
ing were read and corrected and
approved.
Old business: None.
New business:
Amendment to the constitution
was read.
Roscoe Balch made a motion to
consider whether or not these
clubs whose constitutions were
submitted and lost by this organ-
ization could vote at the next
Activities Board meeting. Chair
renderednegative decision andMr.
Balch appealed the decision and
asked for an immediatevote. Vote
revoked chair's decision.
Opposed: Bill Moeller, G. C.
Ahnstrom.
Mike Hoffmann made a motion
that Pres. Fred E. Holt either
have published in the Spectator or
presented to the student body the
decision of this Board.Carried.
Mrs. F. E. Holt rendered his
decision that it be published in
the College paper known as the
Spectator.
Intramurals
(Continued from page 3)
scoring nonors with 13 points
apiece.
The second game, between the
Checkers and the Spec "A's" was
nip and tuck throughout the
first half,'the score being tied six
times and either one team or the
other reading all the way.Taking
off midway in the third quarttr,
the Checkers built up a seven
point lead, and a determined last
minute driveby the Specs couldn't
catch them, the final score being
48-44. The Checkers won on free
throws, sinking only 15 goals to
the Specs 18, but making 18 out
of 26 free throws to the Specs 9
out of 17.
Spec "A" 41 Ma Smith's 33
Murphy 10 Dupley 0
Tilish 11 Crollard 2
McEvoy 8 Baker 7
Miller 8 Webster 7
Henderson 4 Dunning 8
Subs: Smith's: Brown 5, Fleming,
Brenner 2.
Bells 44 Engineers 41
Healy 6 Sroufe 3
Mockel 13 Cary 2
O'Leary 2 Gill 13
Farrell 10 Goebel 6
Jarmuth 4 Joyce 7
Subs: McGivern 2, Devine 5; En-
gineers: Dahlam 6, Recchi, Read
4, Laßivierre.
Checkers 48 Spec "A" 45
Shay 9 Murphy 13
Wood 11 McEvoy M. 9
Corbett 6 Tiliach 6
Vena 13 Miller 9
Casal 6' Henderson 0
Subs: Checkers: Beaudet 3, Ahn-
strom; Specs: McEvoy J. 2, Holl-
and 6.
Let's Schuss It
(Continued from page 3)
numerous to mention. (Besides, I
have a poor memory for names.)
Anyway, speaking for the team,
Iknow that they appreciated your
interest in them, evenif you didn't
see all of the race.
CHIT-CHAT
Orchids to the Everett SkiClub
who sponsored the races last
weekend ... And even more or-
chids to the Penguin Ski Club of-
ficers and members who have
helped the Chieftains organize
their ski team. Without them it
would have been pretty hard...
Young 18 year old Ross Williams,
who won the downhill event on
Saturday, Is in competition for
the first time in his life this year.
The U. of W. can well be proud
of him . . . Onions to the un-
named skiers who wouldn't stay
quiet Saturday nite so the rest of
the skiers could get their rest.
This Sunday will find another
novice race at Paradise sponsored
by the Tacoma Ski Club. All ski-
ers are cordially invited to enter
this meeting providing that they
have never been in competition
before. How about some of you
people that backed out before go-
ing up and trying it this time.
SNOW GOOD
"Snow good" to go skiing on
icy slopes like the ones that pre-
dominatedallareaslast week-end.
That may explain a few of the
"limpys" that werearound school
all week.
11l leave you this week with
an old skiers thought to think
about: "Roses are red, violets are
blue— why can't they both be the
same color?"
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TOO MUCH FUN IS NO GOOD' . . SAYS JOHN SUGA4 TheStudentsSpeak
JIM HUGHES and PEGGY LESSER
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
Noquestion this week
— just a few answers that we
would like to give concerning questions asked up
when we are gathering this column.
—
Peg and Jim
wouldn't like to volunteer his ser-
vices in the local struggle, but
John wasn't around to answer
any questions. The Greeks had a
grapevine too, and John learned
that he was to be called up for
service. He quickly took to the
Grecian underbrush and waited
there until the situation had
cleared.
John had returned to Greece
with the purpose in mind of
bringing Mrs. Svga back to Am-
erica with him but he enjoyed
himself so much that when the
time came to leave there was
money enough for himself only
to return.
It was in 1913 that he same
back to Seattle and returned to
Siis business of selling candy..
Three years later he had enough
money to send for Mrs. Suga.
The shortages of consumer
goods, sadly enough, haveaffected
John's business, also. When stu-
dents attempt to cajole him into
giving them more than one pack-
age of gum he says firmly and in
a dark tone, "Too much fun is
no good."
Seattle has changed radically
from those days. Streets then were
little more than dirt roads and
the principalmeans of transporta-
tion, horsepower.Infact, his first
business conveyance was a wagon
pulled by ahorse.
"We, my old horse and me,
used to go plop-plopping down the
street with a little bell ringing,"
said John. "The kids would come
running from all directions, and
for a nickel they could buy enough
candy to last all day."
After the first day of selling
sweets
(
John was ho discouraged
that he would have been glad to
give up. The only thing that'kept
him from giving up entirely was
that he had already paid for the
horse and wagon. As the days
tumbled over eaoh .other John
found himself liking his work
more and more. Four years of
working and saving In America
and he had enough money to re-
turn to Greece for his wife.
Turkey, Greece and Macedonia
wereat war when John was there
and he was almost forced into
joining the Turkish army. Five
Turkish army gendarmes dropped
by one day to ask him if he
POnly one of us could come :i(time," said John, "we didn':'c enough money for both of i's
come."
tthn
Svga came to SeaUle two
rs after settling in Manches-
New Hampshire where he
immigrated from Greece in
r. He had to come to America
lout his wife.
IPhe
Liberal Arts Building was
1 unfinished when John first
;an coming to Seattle College
sell his sweets. His rounds then
luded several of the ma or li gh
iools of Seattle.
rlthough John dors not rcinomthe names of many of h.'s
former .student customers, he duos
remembor their fact's and for
r:\nh one he lius a quick smile
of welcome. Sonw of the fathers
now instructing at Seattle Col-
lego once bought candy and pop-
e r.i from him, he recalls.
A familiar sight to former Se-
Pc
grade and high school stu-
ts attending Seattle College
he red and white candy truck
John Svga, which is usually
parked near the campus.
QUESTION— Why don't you
ask more questions pertaining to
school issues? (Example) Will the
Gavel Club go to Virginia? Do
the professors at SC need a va-
cation? Doea iSC really have a
gym?
ANSWER-JlM— Somi« think the
school type of questions are good,
others think they are foolish. We
try and piease both sides by ask-
ing school and otuside questions.
QUESTION
—
Why do you ask
the same people every time?
QUESTION
—
How can you
think of a new question every
week?
DAD
-
DAUGHTER
BANQUET
COMINGINAPRIL
FAST,EXPERT
TYPINGDONE" Call for or Deliver
Phone GL.5708
Clipper Service
Across the Street from School
QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS
FADABA
NEAT
-
TERMPAPER
TYPING DONE
M.P.SCHULLER
(SeattleCollege Student)
Call KE. 4077
FAlher-
DAughfer
BA nquef
FADABA
CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED-^Coeds to date Seattle
Colleg-e Dads to Father-Daughter
Banquet.
LOST
—
One Ronson cigarett light-
er with engraved initials, R.L.A.
Return to Spectator office.
WANT to play up to Dad? Take
him to the FATHER-DAUGHTER
BANQUET next month.
LOST
—
I.K. pin. See Tom Tang-
ney.
SEATTLE COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Beautiful 5"x7" Porn-alls
plus
One 8"xlO" Gold Tone
ONLY $7.95
BRADLEY STUDIO
1328
-
2nd Avenue Opposite Rhodes'
" MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT...
SORRENTO BRIGS
where you buy your
DRUGS - COSMETICS - SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison
PETER PAN
FLORIST
1340 East Madison OA. 7017
""(Madison & Pike Triangle)
Your Friendly Neigh-
borhood Florist serving
your every flower need
■HP^^^BfDISTINCTION
By \ They Look Better, Feel Batter,
n J?l Hi »elt»r. Official for AWARDS, Chenille l.fter.
V.. K«jp& £» n/vnv/<naptknitting» mfo co.
'-■>'. m^ wrVI\IVI*MI l tiAiTti i, waih.
HAMBURGERS SHORT ORDERS
CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where CollegiansMeet Malts
-
Shakes Sundaes
